INESALBA
WEDDINGS
OUR GOAL IS
TO CREATE
UNIQUE
EXPERIENCE
OF A
CELEBRATION
YOU ALWAYS
DREAM IT
WOULD BE
LIKE

Your Ultimate Wedding Planner

NEED A QUOTE?
CONTACT US
0-7482-545-224
62 Clovelly Place, DA99FB
info@inesalba.com
www.inesalba.com

WHO ARE WE?
InesAlba Weddings
specialises in destination
weddings but is also
available in the UK and
internationally . Covering a
variety of services that go
from the venue search,
vendors hiring to the full
event planning, InesAlba is
fuelled by a passion for
beauty and uniqueness.
The creative mind behind the
business design exceptional,
fairy-tale weddings around
the world.
Our approach to event
planning is thorough,
transparent and professional.
In being independent planner,
InesAlba provide a bespoke,
unbiased range of local
suppliers for your wedding,
where everything is tailored
to meet your distinctive
criteria.

WHAT DO WE DO?
WE PLAN.

WE RESEARCH.

We inspire and excite our
clients with new ideas and
our creative approach
ensures uniqueness every
time. Whether you are in the
initial stages and need to find
the right track, the final
stages and running out of
time, or you want your
wedding abroad but feel a
little lost- we are here to help

With your vision and story in
mind, we source from our
luxury selection of the best
local and international
suppliers. Immerse yourself
with designs, venues and
extraordinary creations of the
most prestigious names in
the industry that we decided
to build a long lasting
relationship with.

WE DESIGN.

CONTACT US

From the aisle sketch to the
sunlight shades- based on
your needs, we set up theme
identification through
inspiration boards, colour
palette selection, design of
the ceremony and reception
décor, stationery and any
other styling elements,
relevant to your wedding.

0-7482-545-224
info@inesalba.com

FIND OUT MORE
www.inesalba.com

WEDDING
ABROAD
Our exclusive Destination
Wedding service include all
the Full Wedding Planning
service plus full assistance
with legal paperwork and the
whole wedding weekend
arrangements: logistic,
transport, accommodation,
welcome dinner, farewell
brunch/lunch etc. with any
extra events happening over
the planning way.

WE WOULD
LOVE HEAR ALL
ABOUT YOUR
WEDDING
PLANS
0-7482-545-224

OUR PACKAGES
FULL WEDDING

PART PLANNING

This packages is for busy
couples who are short of time
to manage most of the venue
research, communication and
administration and need an
experienced professional who
will design, plan & coordinate
their wedding- including The
Day coordination.

Part Planning is for the
couples who have time to
manage most of the research,
administration and suppliers
sourcing but are looking for
experienced planner to bring
everything together and run
their Day flawlessly.

ON THE DAY

OTHER
SERVICES

On The Day package offers
full wedding day coordination
following our complimentary,
free of charge consultation to
better understand your
criteria, styling & design,
timings and chosen suppliers.
You can sit back and relax
while we make sure that
everything runs smoothly, as
per plan.

We offer our special services:
- Venue Research
let us find the best venue
matching your contest
- Supplier Suggestion
list of exclusive vendors
meeting your criteria
- Styling and Design
creation of a striking setting
to wow your guests!

